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The boundary value problem to be considered in this paper is that of

finding solutions of the system of differential equations and boundary con-

ditions

~ = ¿ [Aia(x) + X£i£t(*)]ya(z),

¿ [Miaya(a) + Niaya(b)] = 0 (t - 1,2, • • • , »).
a-l

Such systems have been studied by a number of writers whose papers are

cited in a list at the close of this memoir.   The further details of references

incompletely given in the footnotes or text of the following pages will be

found there in full.

In 1909 Bounitzky defined for the first time a boundary value problem

adjoint to the one described above, and discussed its relationships with the

original problem. He constructed the Green's matrices for the two problems,

and secured expansion theorems by considering the system of linear integral

equations, each in one unknown function, whose kernels are the elements

of the Green's matrix. In 1918 Hildebrandt, following the methods of E. H.

Moore's general analysis, formulated a very general boundary value problem

containing the one above as a special case, and established a number of

fundamental theorems.   In 1921 W. A. Hurwitz studied the more special

system

du , dv r .
— = [a(x) + \]v(x), — = - [b(x) + \]u(x),
dx dx

(2)
aau(0) + ß0v(0) = 0, axu(l) + ßxv(l) = 0

and its expansion theorems, by the method of asymptotic expansions, and

in 1922 Camp extended his results to a case where the boundary conditions

have a less special form. Meanwhile Schur in 1921 published very general

expansion theorems for the original system (1) under the hypothesis that

the matrix of functions Bik(x) has all elements identically zero except those

* Presented to the Society, December 30, 1924; received by the editors in December, 192S.
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in the principal diagonal, which are real, distinct, and positive for every

value of x. The cases of Hurwitz and Camp are not included under

this one even after a Unear transformation. Carmichael exhibited in 1921-

22 the analogies between certain algebraic problems and boundary value

problems of many typ^s, including those of the type (1), but without giving

the details of the theory of the boundary value problems themselves. In

1923 Birkhoff and Langer showed that the large class of systems (1) for

which the determinant of the functions Bik(x) is different from zero can

be reduced, by a Unear transformation of the functions yk(x) whose coeffi-

cients may be imaginary, to the simpler form for which all the functions

Bik(x) with i?*k vanish identically. They obtained expansion theorems

under the further hypotheses that the functions Bu(x) are all distinct from

each other and from zero, though not necessarily real and positive as in

Schur's paper, and that they satisfy certain other more artificial restric-

tions.* The problems considered by Hurwitz, Camp, and Schur are among

those included in their theory. An abstract of the paper of Birkhoff and

Langer was printed in 1922 .f

The methods of Hurwitz, Camp, Schur, and Birkhoff and Langer are

those of asymptotic expansions which for the more general cases become very

complicated. In the foUowing pages it wiU be shown that a large class of

so called self-adjoint boundary value problems, analogous to equations

with symmetric kernels in linear integral equation theory, can be treated

by much more elementary methods.

A boundary value problem adjoint to the problem (1) has the form

dzt "
—— = —   2-, (Aai + X73a<)z«,

(3, t -
¿Z   [PaiZa(a)  + QaiZa(b)]   =   0 (i  =   1,2,   ■••,»),
a-1

where the coefficients Pik, Qik satisfy the relations

Mi,Pak  -  NiaQak  =   0 (*, k  -   1,2,   • • •   ,  »).

The original problem is defined in this paper to be self-adjoint if the systems

(1) and (3) are equivalent under a transformation of the form

n

z< =   zZ Tia(x)ya,

* See pp. 83, 89, 109. One should note also the hypotheses on the roots of D(\) on pp. 98

and 105.
t See also an earlier abstract by Birkhoff, Bulletin of the American Mathematical So-

ciety, vol. 25 (1919), p. 442.
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and it is definitely self-adjoint when a further hypothesis, explained in

Section 2, is added. For a definitely self-adjoint boundary value problem the

characteristic constants and functions are not only denumerably infinite in

number, but the constants are real and each has its index equal to its multi-

plicity as a root of the characteristic determinant. The characteristic func-

tions may be chosen real. Furthermore expansion theorems of a very general

sort may be justified by relatively simple methods analogous to those of

integral equation theory.

The problems of Hurwitz and Camp described above are definitely self-

adjoint according to the definition of this paper. Those of Schur are never

self-adjoint, and a sub-class only of the problems considered by Birkhoff

and Langer have this property. The problems of Birkhoff and Langer are

furthermore never definitely self-adjoint when the coefficients in the differ-

ential equations are real. On the other hand, the theory of definitely self-

adjoint boundary value problems as presented here includes a large category

of problems for which the determinant |5rt(a;)| vanishes and which do not

fall under any of the cases treated by the authors just referred to. In this

category are problems of the type (1) which arise in connection with the

calculus of variations, all of which have the property of self-adjointness

described above. The importance of this class is evident when one considers

the fact that the boundary problems of mathematical physics almost in-

variably belong to it. Another case is the system of the type (1) equivalent

to the well known boundary value problem for a single linear differential

equation of the «th order. This system does not fall under the theories pre-

sented in the papers mentioned above, and only self-ad joint equations of

this sort give rise to self-adjoint problems of the type considered in the follow-

ing pages. The interrelationships just mentioned between problems of

various types are not elucidated in detail in this paper. I expect to return to

them on another occasion.

The properties of the system (1) which justify expansion theorems

analogous to those well known for other problems have not so far been clearly

classified and analyzed. They seem to depend primarily upon the character

of the matrix of functions Bik(x). A further study of this question, and a

correlation of the methods and results hitherto attained, is desirable.

The methods used in the following pages are developed independently

of the theory of linear integral equations though there are many points of

contact. In Section 4 below it is shown that the equations (1) are equivalent

to a certain system of linear integral equations for the functions yi(x), a

result which is well known. The kernel matrix of these integral equations is

not in general symmetric.  When (1) is self-adjoint, however, every solution
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yi(x) oí the integral equations goes into a solution of the "associated"

system of integral equations by means of a transformation of the form

n n n

Ui =  ¿Z Siaya =   ¿Z   zZ BßiTßaya
a-l a-1     0=1

for which the matrix ||S,*|| is symmetric. If the determinant \Bik\ is different

from zero the same is true of \Sik \, and the system of integral equations equiva-

lent to (1) can be reduced to one with a symmetric kernel matrix by means

of a suitable transformation. The theory of the boundary value problem

is then a corollary to the theory of a system of integral equations with

symmetric kernel matrix such as has been developed, for example, by E. H.

Moore in his "general analysis." The case when the determinant |23,t|

vanishes includes some of the most important boundary value problems, as

has been explained in the preceding paragraphs. For some of these it is

possible to reduce the number of functions yi(x) by transformation and

thereby to change the problem into an equivalent one whose corresponding

integral equations have a symmetric kernel matrix, but it does not seem

possible always to make such a transformation.

1. Adjoint systems. In the following pages the notations of tensor

analysis will be used. It is understood that the indices i,j, k, ■ ■ ■ , a, ß,

y, ■ ■ ■ have the range 1, 2, • ■ • , n and that an expression such as AiaBka

stands for the sum

AiaBka = -4il-B*i +   •  •  •   + AinBkn

taken with respect to the repeated index a.  The index a may be called an

umbral index.* Such indices will usually be denoted by Greek letters.

As a matter of formal algebra, consider the four Unear expressions

Si(y) = Miaya(a) + Niaya(b),       U(z) = PaiZa(a) + QaHa(b),

(4) _ -
Si(y) = Miaya(a) + Niaya(b),       U(z) = PaiZa(a) + Qafia(b),

formed for two sets of functions yi(x), Zi(x). The coefficients in these ex-

pressions are real constants and the symbols on the left are merely notations

for the sums on the right. If the coefficients in the sums Si(y) are given, with

matrix of rank n, then a matrix of coefficients for /,-(z) can always be selected

also of rank n and so that the relations

(5) MiaPak - NiaQak  = 0

* Murnaghan, Vector Analysis and the Theory of Relativity, p. 7.
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are satisfied.  The coefficients of the auxiliary sums s<(y) and <<(z) can then

be chosen so that the two matrices

(6)
Mik Nu

Mik  Ñu

— P%k      — Pile

Qik        Qu

with t constant in the rows and k in the columns, are reciprocals. From the

relationships between the coefficients of these matrices found by multiplying

them in reverse order it follows readily that the equation

(7) Sa(y)ta(z) + Sa(y)ta(z)  =  y0(*)Za(*) £

is an identity for all systems y,(x), Zi(x). This is an equation which will be

frequently useful. When the coefficients of the sums s<(y) are given the

coefficients of the i,(z), chosen as above indicated, form 2« linearly indepen-

dent solutions Ui, Vi of the equations

MiaUa  —  NiaVa  =   0.

All other solutions of these equations are expressible linearly in terms of

these », and it follows readily that two different choices of the coefficients

in ti(z) give systems of equations ti(z) =0 which are equivalent.

The systems of differential equations and boundary conditions con-

sidered in this paper may be written in the form

(8) yl(x) = Aia(x)ya(x),    s((y) = Miaya(a) + Niaya(b) = 0.

The coefficients Aik(x) are supposed to be real single-valued continuous

functions on the interval a^x^b; the matrix \\Mik, Nik\\ of coefficients in

Si(y) is of rank »; and solutions yt(x) of the equations, continuous with their

derivatives on the interval ab, are sought. A system adjoint to (8) is by

definition one of the form

(9) z'i(x) = - Aai(x)za(x),    ti(z) = Paiza(a) + Qaiza(b) = 0

where /<(z) has been formed from s((y) in the manner described in the pre-

ceding paragraph.*

Let || F i* (#) 11 be a matrix of functions whose columns form » linearly

independent solutions of the differential equations in the system (8). The

most general solution of these equations has the form yt(x) = Yiaca where the

coefficients c< are constants. The solution YXi, ■ ■ ■ , Yni will be denoted

simply by F< when no confusion results, and the determinant whose elements

* This definition is that of Bounitzky, p. 73, and is analogous to that of Birkhoff for linear

equations of the nth order, these Transactions, vol. 9 (1908), p. 375.
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are Dik=Si(Yk) wiU be denoted by D. For the adjoint system (9) the corre-

sponding notations will be Zik, E. The first two iheorems to be proved below

are analogous to similar theorems for linear integral equations and for other

types of boundary value problems, and are already in the Uterature.*

Theorem 1. If the determinant D is different from zero the only solution of

the boundary value problem (8) is yi(x) =0. If D has rank n—rthen the problem

has r and only r linearly independent non-vanishing solutions.

This is easy to see, since every solution of the boundary value problem

must have the form yi = YiaCa with coefficients c< satisfying the Unear

equations Diaca = Si(Ya)ca — 0.

Theorem 2. The number of linearly independent non-vanishing solutions

of the original system (8) is always the same as the number for the adjoint system

(9).

To prove this one may note first that for every pair yi(x), Zi(x) of solu-

tions of the differential equations in (8) and (9) the equations

z?y/ + ZßVß = AßayaZß — AaßyßZa = 0,

(10) ya(x)za(x) I»- 0

hold true. Suppose then that ¿7lp, • • • , U„p (p = 1, 2, • • • , r) are r linearly

independent solutions of the boundary value problem (8). The r sets Si(UP)

(i = l, 2, • • • , r) are also linearly independent, since otherwise there would

be a set of functions yi = UipcP, with constants cp not all zero, making the

expressions Si(y), as well as the sums Si(y), aU zero. Since the determinant

of the first matrix (6) is not zero the equations (4) would then imply yi(a) =

yi(b) =0, and the solution y%(%) would have to vanish identicaUy, which is

impossible when the solutions Up are Unearly independent. From the rela-

tions (7) and (10) it follows now that

la(Up)ta(Zk) = 0 (k - 1,2, •••,»;  i = 1,2, • • -,r).

Hence the determinant E whose elements are Eik = ti(Zk) has at most rank

n—r. By similar reasoning it foUows that when E has rank n—r the rank

of D is at most n—r, so that D and E have the same rank, and the number

of Unearly independent solutions of the systems (8) and (9) is the same.

Theorem 3. If the determinant D is different from zero the non-homogeneous

system

(ID yl(x) = Aia(x)ya(x) + gi(x),        Si(y) = A,,

* Bounitzky, p. 77; Birkhoff-Langer, p. 64-5; Hurwitz, p. 526; Camp, p. 30.
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where the functions gi(x) are continuous on the interval ab, has one and only

one solution.

The differential equations of the system (11) have as their general solution

(12) yi(x) = Yío(x) + Yia(x)c„

where F0 is a particular solution and the sets Ya are as before linearly inde-

pendent solutions of the equations with gi(x)=0. Since Z)=|jj(F*)| is

different from zero the constants c< can be chosen in one and but one way so

that

s¡(y) = Si(Y0) + Si(Ya)ca = hi.

Theorem 4. // the determinant D has rank n—r then the system (11) has

solutions if and only if the equation

(13) f za(x)ga(x)dx = 0
Ja

is satisfied for every solution Zi(x) of the adjoint system (9). The most general

solution of (11) is then

Vi(x) = yi*(x) + ciUn(x) + ■■■ +crUi,(x)

where y*(x) is a particular solution and the sets UiP (p = l,. • • , r) are r

linearly independent solutions of the original system (8).

If yi(x) and z<(*) are solutions of the differential equations in the systems

(11) and (9), then one readily verifies that

(14) y i Z« + yaZa   = gvfia,

and hence, with the help of equations (7), that

X» b
gaZadx = y«za \a = sa(y)ta(z) + ~s*(y)ta(z).

If y and z satisfy the boundary conditions in (11) and (9) the value of this

expression is zero.

Suppose, conversely, that equation (13) holds true for every solution

Zi(x) of the adjoint system (9). Every solution of the original system (11)

must have the form (12) with constants d satisfying the equations

st(y) = Si(Yo) + caSi(Ya) - 0.

By the argument of the proof of Theorem 2 it follows that the sets ti(z),

formed for r linearly independent solutions Zi(x) of the adjoint system (9),
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are themselves r Unearly independent solutions of the Unear equations whose

coefficients are the columns of the determinant D=\si(Yk)\. Hence the

last equations have solutions c< if and only if the conditions ta(z) ia(Fo)=0

are satisfied for every solution zf(x) of the adjoint system (9). But from

equation (15) with y replaced by F0, and from the boundary conditions

ti(z)—0, it follows then that solutions d will certainly exist since the con-

ditions

0 =    I     gaZadx =  Sa(Yo)ta(z)
Ja

are satisfied.

The last statement of the theorem is true since if yi(x) and y*(x) are

both solutions of the non-homogeneous system (11), their difference yi(x)

—Ji*(x) satisfies the original homogeneous system (8).

2. Self-adjoint systems.    Consider now a system of the form

(16) y'i  = (Aia + \Bia)ya,        s((y) = Miaya(a) + Niaya(b) = 0

containing a parameter X linearly and having its coefficients A ik(x), Bik(x)

all continuous on the interval a^x — b. The functions Bik(x) are by hypothe-

sis not all identically zero.  An adjoint system has the form

(17) Z'i    =   -   (Aai + \Bai)Za, ti(Z)   =   PaiZa(a)  + QaiZa(b)   =   0,

where s,(y) and ¿¿(z) are related as in the preceding section.

The existence theorems for differential equations tell us that there exists

a matrix j|F,vt(a:, X)|| whose columns are n Unearly independent solutions

of the differential equations in the system (16) and whose elements with their

derivatives with respect to x are expressible as permanently convergent

power series in X. The determinant D (X) formed for this system is therefore

also representable by a permanently convergent power series. The roots of

D(\) are called the characteristic values of the parameter X, and the non-

vanishing solutions yi(x) of the system (16) corresponding to such values

are caUed characteristic solutions. The corresponding notations for the ad-

joint system (17) are Zik(x, X) and ECK). It is well known that the roots of a

permanently convergent power series D (X) are finite or at most denumerably

infinite in number. The following theorem is an immediate consequence of

Theorems 1 and 2 of the preceding section.

Theorem 5. The characteristic parameter values for the boundary value

problem (16) are identical with those for the adjoint problem (17). The number

of linearly independent characteristic solutions corresponding to a particular

characteristic value X is the same for both problems.
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Theorem 6.    // Xit^X2 are characteristic values and y%(x), Zi(x) corre-

sponding characteristic solutions of (16) and (17), then

(18) f Baß(x)ya(x)zß(x)dx = 0.
Ja

For from the differential equations in (16) and (17) with \x and X2 sub-

stituted it follows that

yiza + yazi = \iBaßyßza - \iBßayazß,

and hence, from the boundary conditions Si(y)=li(z)=0 and equation (7),

that

0 = y«zfl|« = (xi — As)   I   Bßayazßdx.
Ja

In the following pages a set of relations of the form Zi = Tia(x)ya will be

called a transformation if the functions Tik(x) are real, single-valued, and

have continuous derivatives on the interval ab, and if the determinant

|F,*(a;)| is different from zero on that interval. The coefficients of the in-

verse transformation will be denoted by T"(l(x).

Definition of a self-adjoint system. The boundary value problem (16)

is said to be self-adjoint if the differential equations and also the boundary

conditions of its adjoint (17) are equivalent to its own for all values of X

by means of a transformation Zi = Tia(x)ya.

Theorem 7. In order that the problem (16) shall be self-adjoint it is neces-

sary and sufficient that there shall exist a transformation Tik(x) such that

(19) TiaAat + AaiTah + T«* 0, TiaBak + BaiTttk= 0,

(20) MiaT:ß\a)Mkß = NiaT-J(b)Nkß.

To prove the first two of these relations one can verify readily that the

transformation Zi = Tiaya takes the differential equations of the system (16)

into the set

Zi     =    [TiaAaßTßy  +  \TiaBaßTßy   +   TißTßy Zy.

If these are equivalent to the differential equations in the adjoint system

(17) for all values of X, the equations (19) follow at once.

By the transformation Zi = Tu,ya the boundary conditions of the adjoint

problem take the form

PBircr/s(a)y/î(a) + Q«iTaß(b)yß(b) = 0.
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For these to be equivalent to the original boundary conditions 5,(y)=0

it is necessary and sufficient that a matrix of constants C« with determinant

different from zero exists such that

(21) PaiTak(a)  = CiaMak, QaiTak(b)   = CiaNak.

With the help of the relations (5) it foUows that the preceding equations

imply

Cia[MaßTßl(a)Mk, -NaßTß~y(b)Nky]  = 0.

Since |Ci* 15=0 the equations (20) of the theorem foUow at once. Conversely,

since the matrix \\Mn¡, Nik\\ is of rank n, the equations (5) and (20) imply

relations of the form (21), so that the boundary conditions of the two systems

are surely equivalent.

Theorem 8. For a self-adjoint system (16) two characteristic solutions

yi(x), y~i(x) corresponding to distinct characteristic valus X, X satisfy the equation

(22) j   Saß(x)ya(x)yß(x)dx = 0
Ja

where Sik = Tai Bak-

This is an immediate consequence of the equation (18) and the trans-

formation z i = T iaya.

For the following definition it is important to note that when the matrix

||Sj*|| is symmetric the bilinear iormSaßfafß, formed for a set of numbers/«

and their conjugate imaginaries/,-, is always real, since such a form is identi-

cal with its conjugate. The functions ga(x) in the definition are supposed to

be continuous on the interval ab.

Definition of a definitely self-adjoint boundary value problem. A problem

(16) is said to be definitely self-adjoint if the matrix ||Si*(*)|| is symmetric

and the bilinear form Saß(x) fafß is positive or zero at every point of the inter-

val ab, and if furthermore this form vanishes identicaUy for a set of solutions

fi(x) of a system of equations of the type

(23) ft (X)   = Aia(x)fa(x) + Bia(x)ga(x)

only when the functions /<(*) are aU identically zero.

The conditions of the definition will surely be satisfied if the quadratic

form Saß(x)fafß is positive definite at every point of the interval ab, since the

biUnear form Saß fafß is then always positive for non-vanishing arguments

fi, as one readily verifies. In that case the determinant |S<*| = \Tik\ \Bik\ is
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everywhere different from zero. The same is therefore true of |B«|, and the

second equation (19) shows that

0  = Sik  — Ski  =   TaiBak  —   TakBai  —   (Tai +  Tia)Bak-

It follows readily that the matrix \\Tik\\ is skew-symmetric. Since a skew-

symmetric determinant of odd order always vanishes, and since the deter-

minant \Tuc\ must be different from zero, it is clear that this case can arise

only when » is even. It should be noted, however, that the definition is

applicable to cases when the determinant \Bik\ vanishes and the quadratic

form Saßfafn is not definite. Important special cases of this sort are the

boundary value problems arising from the calculus of variations and the

problem which arises when a boundary value problem for a self-adjoint

linear differential equation of the »th order, of a type hitherto often studied*

is transformed into one of the type (16).

If the bilinear form Saßfafß is non-positive it can always be replaced by

one which is non-negative by using the transformation with coefficients

— Tik instead of F«. The requirement of symmetry for the matrix ||S,-*||

is also not as stringent as it perhaps appears to be at first sight. If the equa-

tions (19) have a system of solutions Tik then the systems Tik = Tki and

Tik — Tik are also solutions. The matrix of elements Tik — Tik = Tki — Tik

is skew-symmetric, and one readily verifies by means of the relations (19)

that for a skew-symmetric system Tik the elements Sa have the symmetry

required. If the matrix of elements Tki — Tik is to be useful for a transforma-

tion, however, the determinant \Tki — Tik\ must be different from zero.

When the problem (16) is definitely self-adjoint the elements Sik are

expressible in the various forms

(24) Sili =   TaiBak =   TakBai =   —   TiaBak

as one readily verifies from the symmetry of Sik and the relations (19).

3. Properties of self-adjoint systems. Boundary value problems of the

type (16) which are definitely self-adjoint have many properties analogous to

those of linear integral equations with symmetric kernel functions, as indi-

cated in the following theorems.

Theorem 9. For a definitely self-adjoint boundary value problem (16)

all roots of the characteristic determinant DÇK) are real and the linearly inde-

pendent characteristic solutions corresponding to each root may be chosen real.

* See, for example, Darboux, Théorie des Surfaces, vol. 2, p. 109; Birkhoff, loc. cit., p. 373;

Bounitzky, p. 88.
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For suppose X a root of D(\) and yt(x) a non-vanishing solution of the

system (16) corresponding to it, and let X and y%(x) be their conjugate imagin-

aries. If X were not real, equation (22) of Theorem 8 would require the bi-

linear form Saßyay~ß to vanish identically in *, which is impossible when the

solution yi(x) is not identically zero. Hence the root X is real. But if X is

real then the real and imaginary parts of yi(x) are separately solutions of the

system (16), and it is evident that a linearly independent set of real char-

acteristic solutions corresponding to X can be selected.

Theorem 10. The index of each characteristic number X0, i.e., the number

of linearly independent characteristic solutions yi(x) corresponding to it, is

equal to the multiplicity of X0 as a root of D(K).

Suppose that Z)(X) = |ii[Fjt(a;, X)][ has rank n—r at a particular value Xo.

By replacing the solutions Yk(x, X) by suitably selected linear combinations

of them with constant coefficients it may be brought about that for X =Xo

the expressions Si(Yp) (p = 1, • • • , r) all vanish, while the matrix of elements

Si(Yq) (q=r+l, ■ ■ ■ , n) has rank n—r. All derivatives of DÇK) of order less

than r will then clearly vanish at X=X0, and the rth will have the value

(25) ZX"(X„) = | Si(Yn), ■■■ , Si(YrX),Si(Yr+l), ■■■ , s{(Yn) \

where the subscript X indicates derivatives. If this expression vanished there

would be a linear combination

y> = (ciYin + • • • + crFirX) + (cT+iYi,T+i + • • • + cnYin)

for which all the numbers Si(y) would vanish at X=Xo. The constants

ci, • • • ,cT could not all be zero because the rank of the last«—r columns of

2)(r)(Xo) is n—r. The functions y,i whose derivatives for X are in the first

parenthesis would therefore not vanish identically. For X = Xo they would

satisfy the system (16) and also the equations

yii\ = (Aia + ~KBia)y ai\ + Biayai.

The set y a defined by the second parenthesis would satisfy the differential

equations of the system (16), and it follows readily that the functions y,-

themselves would for X=Xo be solutions of the non-homogeneous system

yl = (Aia + \oBia)ya + Biayai,       st(y) = 0.

The functions z<i = r<ayai would satisfy the adjoint equations (17), and

from equations (13) of Theorem 4 it would follow that

I  ZaiBagyßidx =  I   yaiSaßyßidx = 0.
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This could not be true, however, since the functions y¿i would not all vanish,

as was seen above. It follows therefore that the derivative (25) is different

from zero and that X0 has its multiplicity equal to its index.

Theorem 11. For a system of functions fi(x) continuous on the interval ab

and satisfying the condition

(26) f ya(x)Saß(x)fß(x)dx = 0

with every characteristic solution y,(x) of the boundary value problem (16),

the functions Bia(x)fa(x) all vanish identically*

To prove this let fi(x) be a set with the properties described in the

theorem.   According to Theorems 3 and 4 the non-homogeneous system

(27) yi = (Aia + \Bia)ya + Biafa,       s{(y) = 0

then has solutions for every value of X, since the equations (26) imply the

conditions analogous for this case to equations (13) of Theorem 4. When

D(\) ¿¿0 there is a unique solution and one verifies readily that it consists of

the functions

1
(28) yi(x,\)-

D(\)

where Ym(x, X) is a particular solution of the differential equations in

the system (27).

Near a root X0 of multiplicity roîD(K) the functions y,-(#, X) are still well-

defined and analytic in X. For, in the first place, one can add constant

multiples of the last » columns of the determinant to the first column in such

a way that the resulting functions F«> satisfy the conditions Sj(F0)=0 at

X=Xo. In the second place the r linearly independent solutions Zi(x) of the

adjoint system (17) for X=X0 provide r linearly independent sets ta(z), as in

the proof of Theorem 2, such that

Sa(Yi)ta(z)  =   •  • •   = Stt(Yn)ta(z)  = 0.

One can therefore replace r of the rows of the determinant in the expres-

sions (28) by r linear combinations of its» rows which vanish at X=X0.

Yio Yix

si(Y0)     sx(Yx)

Yin

si(Yn)

sJYn)     sJY,) sJY.')

* The idea underlying the proof of this theorem is very well known.  It has been used, for ex-

ample, by E. Schmidt, p. 18; Hurwitz, p. 539; and Camp, p. 37.
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It is clear that the determinant in (28) has the same factor (X—X0)' as

Z?(X), and hence that the functions yi(x, X) are analytic near X0 as well as

near the values of X at which D(X)^0.

The functions yi(x, X) are representable by permanently convergent

power series in X of the form

(29) y,-(*,X) = Uio(x) + uix(x)\ + ui2(x)\2 +  ■ ■■.

By substituting these series in the equations (27) and comparing coefficients

of X it is found that the coefficients «*, (ju = 0, 1, 2, • • •) satisfy the equations

(30) Uiß = AiaUau + BiaUa.u-l, Si(utt)   =  0

in which it is agreed that «,-, _i =/<. With the help of equations (30) and (19)

one verifies also that the functions vit =TiaUa, are solutions of the system

Vi, =   — AaiVaw — Ba<Va.f-l, ti(v.)   = 0,

where vit _i = Fia/'a, and it follows that

UaiiVar  +  UauVar   =   Uß,u-XBaßVar — UaliB ßaVß ,,-X.

This result and the equations (7) and (24) now justify the relation

= Ua,n-XSaßUßvdx —    '    ualtSaßuß,,-Xdx.
a      Ja Ja

The analogue of a well known inequality of Schwarz

(I     Ua,u-lSaßUa,u+ldxJ   á     I     Ua,r-lSaßUa,u~ldx I       Ua,u+lSaßUa,ß+ldx,

which will be proved in the next section, together with the last equation,

show that the constants

=     II     UaO
Ja

Wu =     11     UaoSaßUaßdx

have the properties

(31) Wu+,=    I     UapSaßUadx,        Wta-iWi^t è  W2tt.

The series

(32) Wo + Wx\ + ■ ■ ■ ,        Wo+ Wt\2 + ■■• ,

the first of which is found by integrating the expression ua0Saßyß found from

(29), converge for every value of X. Some coefficient in the second series

must vanish.    Otherwise it would follow from the inequality (31) that
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W2lt'^Wo(W2/Wo)1', and the second series (32) would not converge for X =

(Wt/Wo)*- But if a particular coefficient W2ß vanishes the inequalities (31)

imply that all the preceding ones of even index are also zero. From the equa-

tion íFo = 0 it follows, however, that the functions u^ all vanish identically,

and the first of the equations (30) shows that the functions «,--1=5^/«

do the same.

Corollary 1. If the determinant \Bik(x)\ is different from zero on the

interval ab, as in the case when the matrix \\Sik\\ = \\Tai Bak\\ is positive definite

at each point of ab, then the set offunctions fi(x)= Ois the only one satisfying the

relation (26) with all characteristic solutions y¡(x) of the boundary value problem

(16).

Corollary 2. The only set of solutions fi(x) of a system of equations of the

form

(33) fl   = Aiafa + Biaga

satisfying the relations (26) with all characteristic solutions yi(x) is the set

MX) m0.

With the help of the last corollary it is possible to prove

Theorem 12. The totality of characteristic solutions and characteristic

constants of the boundary value problem (16) are denumerably infinite in number

and may be represented by the symbols y i, (x),\,(v = 1,2, ■ ■ •). These functions

may furthermore be chosen normed and orthogonal in the sense that

(34) yarSaßyßpdx = ô> (S,,,, = 1, S^ = 0¿/> ^ y).

Let the functions ga in equations (33) have the form gi=d, gt> (p = 1, • • -,

i). The functions gip can be chosen so that the p systems Biagaf (p = l, • • • ,

p) are linearly independent, since the functions Bik do not all vanish identi-

cally. The system (33) has a solution of the form/i = d,/ip where the system

/,> for i fixed is a particular solution of the equations (33) with g< replaced

by gip. The solutions/<p are readily seen to be Unearly independent since the

sets Bia gaf(p = 1, - - - , p) have this property. If there were a finite number

only of characteristic solutions of the boundary value problem (16) then for

a sufficiently large value of p, constants dp not aU zero could always be

selected so that the functions fi=d„fiP would satisfy the relations (26) with

every such solution, and this would contradict CoroUary 2 above. Hence

there must be an infinity of characteristic solutions, and the infinity is

denumerable since the roots of the permanently convergent series 2)(X) are

denumerable.
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Since no one of the sets y ,•„(%) for fixed p is identically zero the integrals

(26) for v=p are all different from zero. The characteristic functions y^(x)

may therefore be normed and orthogonalized as described in the theorem by

a well known process.*

4. Expansion theorems. With the help of the theorems of the last

section it is possible to deduce some very general expansion theorems for

sets of functions fi(x). The characteristic solutions yiU(x) of the definitely

self-adjoint boundary value problem (16), appearing in these theorems, are

supposed to be normed and orthogonal.

Theorem 13. For every solution f ¿x) of a system of equations of the form

(35) f'i    = Aiafa + Biaga, S((f)   =  0,

in which the functions gi(x) are arbitrarily selected continuous functions on the

interval ab, the series

(36) *>,-(*) =  ¿ yi,(x) f y„(QSaß(i)fß(S)dS
»=i Ja

converge uniformly and the functions Bia(fa—<pa) are all identically zero on ab.

The uniform convergence of the series will be proved in a later section.

The rest of the theorem follows at once from Theorem 11 since the equations

|     ya„Saß(fß  -  <Pß)dx  =0 (/i  =   1,2,   •   •   •)

are immediate consequences of the definition of the functions cpi.

Corollary 1. If the determinant \Bik(x)\ is different from zero on the

interval ab, as in the case when the matrix \\Sik\\ = \\Tai Bak\\ is positive definite

at each point of ab, then for every set of functions f i(x) having continuous deriva-

tives on this interval and satisfying the boundary conditions s<(/) =0 the series

(36) converge uniformly and represent the functions fi(x).

In this case the equations (35) determine uniquely a set of functions

gi(x) corresponding to the given functions fi(x), since the determinant \Bik\

is different from zero.

Corollary 2. // the functions fi(x) are solutions of a system (35) and

the functions gi(x) solutions of a similar system

(37) gi' = Aiaga+Biaha, Si(g) = 0,

* See, for example, E. Schmidt, p. 4.
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in which the functions hi(x) are continuous on ab, then the series (36) converge

uniformly and represent the functions f\(x) on this interval.

To prove this the equations (35), (17), and (7) can first be used to show

that for every characteristic solution yi,(x) of the system (15) the corre-

sponding functions z,> = T^y 0, satisfy the relations

Zavfa + Zayfa  =  ZayBaßgß  ~  K,Zß,Bßafa,

Ib s.b f.b
=     II     yavSaßgßdx  —  X,   I     yavSaßfßdx.

a *s a ** a

Since the functions gi(x) satisfy equations (37) it will be seen that the series

zZ* **yi*(x) I yavSaßfßdt=  ¿Z,yi,(x)i  yaySaßgßdZ
%J a ** a

converges uniformly by the same proof as that which shows the convergence

of the series (36). It follows readily with the help of the differential equations

(16) for the functions yi,(x) that the series of derivatives of the terms of (36)

converges uniformly and represents <pi (x). Further

(39) <Pi'(x)   =  AiaSpa + Bia ¿Zt Vay(x)   I     yaySaßgßd£.
Ja

Since the functions Bia(fa—<Pa) vanish identically, (fa—<pa) Saß(fß—<Pß)

vanishes identically. Since from equations (35) and (39) the differences

fa—<Pa satisfy an equation of the type (23) it follows that they are identicaUy

zero, which was to be proved.

5. Green's matrix.   Consider again the system

(40) yt' = Aiaya,    s¿y) = Miaya(a) + Niaya(b) = 0

described in § 1, and suppose that its determinant D is different from zero.

Definition of the Green's matrix.* A matrix of functions Gik(x, f),

single-valued for a ^ x g b, a = £ = b, and further such that they are continuous

and have continuous first derivatives in x except at x = £, is caUed the

Green's matrix of the system (16) if it has the properties

(41) Grt({ + 0,0 - Gik(k - 0,0 = 3ik    (fi«= 1,5«- Oif i*k),

d
(42) —Gih(x,Q - Aia(x)Gak(x,£),

ox

(43) MiaGak(a,0 + NiaGak(b,S) = 0.

* The existence and uniqueness of the Green's matrix has been proved by several writers.

See Bounitzky, p. 77; Birkhoff-Langer, pp.66-70.
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The properties (42) and (43) show that the columns of the matrix would

be solutions of the system (16) of the kind demanded by the boundary value

problem if it were not for their discontinuities at x = ¡¡. Let Da and A«

be defined by the equations

(44) Dik = MiaYak(a) + NiaYak(b),    Aik - MiaYak(a) - N^Ya^b).

The determinant D= |i)«| is different from zero by hypothesis.  The func-

tions

(45) Gik(x,Z) = l-F"(*)[   *l!   *«t + D^Aßy] F;&)

are then well-defined and evidently have the properties (41) and (42).

Equation (43) follows readily with the help of the notations (44).

Theorem 14. The functions Hik(x, £) = — G*<(£, x) defined by the equations

(45) are the elements of the Green's matrix of the adjoint system (17), so that

(46) Gki(x, x - 0) - Gki(x,x + 0) = 5«,

(47) ¿ Gu{x,l) = - Aai(^)Gka(x,0,

(48) PaiGka(x,a) + QatGka(x,b) = 0.

By differentiating the equations F^ F^ — ôa it can be shown that the

rows of the matrix F«1 are solutions of the differential equations of the

adjoint system (17), and the properties (46) and (47) are then evident from

the form of the equations (45). The relations MiaPak — NiaQak=0 between

the elements of the reciprocal matrices (6) justify the equations

A«.[iVr>) + QaiY-^b)] = Dia[ - PßkY^(a) + QßtY-^b)]

and equation (48) can be proved with the help of them.

Theorem 15. // the functions gi(x) are continuous on the interval ab then

every solution yi(x) of the non-homogeneous system

(49) ft = Aiaya + gi,       Si(y) = 0

is expressible in the form

(50) yi(x) = j Gia(x,S)g.(&dt,

and conversely every system yt(x) defined by equations (50) is a solution of (49).
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From the equations (49) for x = £, and equations (47), it follows that

-  [Gka(x,%)ya(%)\   = Gka(x,0ga(0.

Hence

Gka(x,x - 0)ya(x) -Gka(x,a)ya(a) =  f Gka(x,Ç)ga(l-)dÇ,

Gka(x,b)ya(b) - Gka(x,x + 0)ya(x) =  f Gka(x,k)ga(0di-.
J X

With the help of the relations (46), (48), i,-(y) =0, and (7), the sum of these

two equations gives equation (50).

The converse is easily proved by writing the expression (50) for yi(x)

as the sum of integrals on the intervals ax and xb, differentiating with respect

to x, and using the relations (46) and (42).

Corollary 1.   The Green's matrix is unique.

For if there were two, say Gik and Lik, the equation

j [Gia(x,0 - Lia(x,£)]ga(!ÙdZ = 0

would be an identity in x for every set of functions ga(£), and this can be

true only if Gik = Lik.

Corollary 2. When X = 0 is not a characteristic number then every solution

yi(x) of the boundary value problem

(51) y'i = (Aia + *Bia)yi,       *(y) = 0

is a solution of the system of linear integral equations

(52) y{(x) = X f Gia(x,C)Baß(iUyß(Odi:,
Ja

and conversely.

By replacing X by Xi+X in the equations (16) it can readily be brought

about that the value X = 0 is not a characteristic number, if this is not already

the case.

Theorem 16. If the boundary value problem (16) is self-adjoint then the

system (52) is equivalent to the corresponding system

(53) Zi(x) = X f Za(C)Baß(iUGßi(li,x)dli
•Ja
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for the adjoint problem by means of the transformation z< = Tiaya. The functions

Gik in this case satisfy the relations

(54) Gai(Z,x)Tak(Ç) = - Tia(x)Gak(x,Ç).

Since the original boundary value problem and its adjoint are equivalent

under the transformation Zi = Tiaya it is evident that the systems (52) and

(53) must have the same property.

To prove equation (54) one may first deduce the second of the systems

yi = Aiaya + ga, Si(y) = 0,

Z'i    =   - AaiZa+   Tiaga, U(z)   =   0

from the first by means of the transformation z¡ = F,aya.  From Theorem 15

it follows then that the systems

Vi(x) =  I  Gia(x,Ç)ga(£)dÇ,
Ja

Zi(x) =  f Hia(x,C)Taß(C)ga(m
Ja

are equivalent by this transformation.  But from these one verifies that the

equation

f    [Hia(x,i)Taß(&   -   Tia(x)Gaß(x,e)]gß(Z)dii   =   0
Ja

must hold for all sets of functions ga. Since Hik (x, £) = — G*i(£, x) this proves

equations (54).

If the elements of the kernel matrix of the system (52) are denoted by

Kt¿x,& = Gia(x,Ç)Bam

then this system and the one "associated" with it, according to the theory

of integral equations, are

yi(x) =\fKia(*,i)ya(&di,
w ab

Ui(x) = X I Kai(i,x)uJ!i)dl.
Ja

When the boundary value problem (51) is self-ad joint the relations (54),

with (24), show that

Kai(t,x)Sak(Ç) =Siß(x)Kßk(x,C).
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It is provable readily then that every solution yi(x) of the first of equations

(55) goes into a solution ut(x) of the second by means of the transformation

U{(x) =Siß(x) yß(x). If the determinant |S,-*| is different from zero the equa-

tions (55) are completely equivalent by means of this transformation. In

that case a symmetric matrix Uik(x) can be determined such that

Uia(x)Uak(x)=Sik(x)*

and the transformation Vi=Uiaya takes the first system (55) into the

system

Vi(x) = X f Uia(x)K.,(x,Í)ir¿(t)vy(t)dS
Ja

whose kernel matrix is readily seen to be symmetric. Such a reduction is

not possible when the determinant \Sik\ vanishes.

It is evident that every solution of the system (53) defines a solution of

(55) by means of the transformation w, = 2Jaiza. Conversely, if a solution

Ui(x) of the equations (55) is known, for a particular value of X, then the

functions

Zi(x) =X f Gßi(S,x)u,(t)dS
Ja

satisfy the relations Ui = BaiZa and the equations (53). If the boundary

value problem (16) equivalent to the system (52) is definitely self-adjoint,

every solution of the system (52) defines a solution of the conjugate system

(55) by means of the symmetric transformation Ui=Sißyß = Bai Taß yß, as

one may infer from the transformation z¿ = Tiß yß relating the solutions of the

system (52) and its adjoint (53), or directly by means of the relations (54)

and (24).
It is clear then that the theory of a definitely self-adjoint boundary

value problem (16) may be regarded as a special case of the theory of a

system of linear integral equations (52) whose solutions go over into solutions

of the conjugate system (55) by means of a symmetric transformation

Ui=Siß yß. From the preceding paragraphs it is evident that such systems

have many properties analogous to those of systems whose kernel matrix

is symmetric. The symmetric case is the one which arises when the matrix

of functions Sik is the identity matrix. It would be interesting to investigate

in detail the theory of such systems of linear integral equations.

6. The convergence proof. For the purpose of proving the uniform con-

vergence of the series (36) of Section 3 a number of lemmas are required

* See, for example, Bôcher, Higher Algebra, p. 299.
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which are analogous to those used for similar purposes in the theory of a

single linear integral equation,* and which have for the most part been

frequently applied in more generalized form than here given by E. H.

Moore in his "general analysis."

It is understood that the functions Sik(x) are continuous and the quadra-

tic form Saß fafß^O at every x on the interval ab and for every set of argu-

ments/,-. The functions fi(x), ga(x), y^(x) in the following theorems are at

least bounded and integrable on the interval ab, and the sets y^x) (¡i =

1,2, • • •) are normed and orthogonal in the sense described in Theorem 10.

The constants yu are the numbers

7m =  I  fa(x)Saß(x)yßlt(x)dx.
Ja

The first lemma below follows at once from the readily proved equation

(56)       i   [fa-zZyßya„]Saß[fß-zZy'yß']^= I faSaßfßdx-Y^yl,
as a *J a

where the sums without range indicated are taken with respect to p, v over

the same arbitrarily selected set of a finite number of positive integers. The

second and third lemmas are immediate consequences of the first one. The

integral in the second member of equation (56) is called the norm of the

set/4(*).

Lemma 1.    ¿Zll <  I faSaßfßdx.
Ja

Lemma 2.    2í-i 7m converges.

Lemma 3.    If the norm of the set g{(x) is zero then

faSaßgßdx  ^     jl     faSaßfßdx   I     gaSaßgßdX.
Ja Ja Ja

Suppose now that the functions hi(x, £) are bounded for all values of

* and £ on the interval ab, and integrable in * on that interval for every

fixed £.   Let ô„ and eu(l-) denote the integrals

S„ =  I   gaSaßyßßdx, e„(Ö =  I   ha(x,C)Saß(x)yßß(x)dx.
Ja Ja

* See E. Schmidt, pp. 1-4.
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Lemma 4.    The series ]£"-i 5ueM(£) converges uniformly on the interval

a^Çèb.

The proof is analogous to one given by Schmidt.*  In the sum

El **,(& | = D W£) - £ a*.«)

let the index p range over those numbers for which Ôpep(£) is positive for a

fixed £, and a over those for which these terms are negative. Then by

Lemma 3

£W£) "  I   ha(x,C)Saß(x) ¿Z Spyfip(x)dx

á [ f haSaßhßdx ■ ¿Z a" 1
11/2

("        \l/2

zZsl)   ,

where A is the maximum of the norm of the functions ha(x, £) on the interval

a^¡£úb. A similar inequaUty holds for the negative terms, and it foUows

that
P+n /   »       \l/2

£|VM(£)| = 2W£aM)   .

Since the series of Lemma 2 converges it is evident that the similar series

of terms èl has the same property, and from the last inequaUty it foUows that

the series of Lemma 4 converges uniformly on the interval ab.

Theorem 17.   If the functions f\(x) are solutions of a system of the form

fi    = Aiafa + Biaga, Si(f)   =  0

then the series E"-iTW*(#) converges uniformly on the interval ab.

From equations (38) and (52) it foUows that the series of the theorem are

also expressible in the form

ZZ   y MAX)   =    ¿Z — yi»(x)    I    gaSaßyßudx

= E 5„ f Gta(x,OT-¿(QS,y(t)yn(Qdt.
M—1 Ja

» Pp. 2-4.
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For each fixed value of i this is a series of the form whose uniform convergence

is stated in Lemma 4.
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